other persons who are mentioned because at some time something has been named after them. Historians may hope that future editions will not prune too much on the ground of obsolescence.
Manifestly there is no outright "best buy": Firkin & Whitworth contain material not to be found elsewhere, and similarly much that they do not cover is available elsewhere. All depends on what you seek. They can correct in their next edition one trap for the seeker: an unfamiliar anomaly has consigned all the names starting with Mac or its variants to the end of all others starting with M, as if Mac were the next letter of the alphabet. Thus six people of Scots origin have been consigned to inaccessibility, unless by the index-but there is no index! The presence of this anomaly has in no way biased the present review. Hall's medical protocols of purging, humoral alteration, restoration, and sparing venesection are accompanied here by Melvin Earles's invaluable medical commentary and pharmaceutical glosses. Except in pregnant women, Hall usually started treatment with purging. The sheer number of medicaments, let alone their far-flung provenance, is at times dazzling, including Asiatic musk, rubies and emeralds, spider-webs and earthworms, sealed earth or clays from Armenia, East Indian resins, hartshorn, ambergris, frog-spawn, Celtic spikenard, and scorpion oil. But the dazzle wears off as these unfamiliar drugs are prescribed repeatedly by Hall in accordance with particular medical regimens: hartshom for fever, precious stones as cordials, sealed earth for leucorrhoea, frog-spawn for bums, and scurvy grass for scurvy.
Given the thoroughness of this edition, one cannot but help but wonder why the book's first editor, James Cooke, is only cursorily mentioned, for it is to Cooke that we must look for explanations as to why Hall's work was first published. As Lane reports, Cooke himself claimed merely that Hall meant for his notes to be published posthumously. However, Cooke published the work during a period of growth in vemacular medical publishing which Charles Webster attributes to reformers who were intent on spreading medical knowledge among those who could not afford medical services. We catch a glimpse of this refonrning impulse in Cooke's preface to the second edition (included here) where he describes himself as a pharmaceutical advisor to Lord Brook and infonns us that Brook charged him to offer the medical advice of Brook's own physicians to the Lord's sick neighbours. Cooke hopes that in publishing these prescriptions he is serving the public while doing "no wrong" to these well-paid physicians. In the spirit of the tradition of great households offering medical assistance to their poorer neighbours, Cooke offers up a literary analogue by translating and publishing the Latin prescriptions of the physicians of eminent persons for the benefit of the less fortunate. Except for this lack of attention to Cooke, Lane's edition of Hall's casebook is a fine addition to the libraries of historians of early modem medical practice.
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The period between the late fourteenth and late seventeenth centuries marked the height of
